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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
Let N be a neighborhood of (0, 0,O) in 9 3 and V = U + W a C’ function, 
I > k + 3, from N to 9, where U is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
k + 1, and W vanishes together with all its derivatives through order k + 1 at 
0. Let g be a smooth Riemannian metric on .R3 and let X = grad, V. 
If k = 1, then the critical point of V at 0 is non-degenerate if and only if 
U,, U,,, and U, vanish together only at (0, 0, 0), in which case the 
singularity of X at (0, 0,O) is hyperbolic. Then the Hartman-Grobman 
theorem implies that X is topologically equivalent near (0, 0,O) to its linear 
part; i.e., the topological equivalence class of X is determined by its first 
non-zc:o jet. We denote this X - Xi. 
For k > 1, let X, denote the homogeneous polynomial vectorfield of degree 
k with the same k-jet at (0, 0,O) as X (Xk is the “homogeneous part” of X). 
Let x denote the vectorfield on a neighborhood of S2 x (0) in S* X .5? 
obtaining from X by polar blowing up. The main result is: 
THEOREM. If (a) U,, U,,, and U, vanish together only at (0, 0, 0), and if 
(b) 2 1 S2 x (0} is Morse-Smale, then X is topologically equivalent near 
(0, 0,O) to X,. That is, the topological equivalence class of X is determined 
by its first non-vanishing jet. 
Here topological equivalence means there is a homeomorphism of a 
neighborhood of (O,O, 0) onto its image, mapping X-orbits to X,-orbits, 
preserving the sense, although not necessarily the parametrization. 
In [5] it is shown that in A’* the theorem is true with the single 
hypothesis, corresponding to (a), that U, and U, vanish together only (0,O). 
The proof uses polar blowing-up to determine that the configuration of 
hyperbolic and parabolic sectors of both X and X, are the same in a 
neighborhood of (0, 0), and this “geometrical equivalence” implies 
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topological equivalence [ 1, Chap. VIII]. In 5P3 this same condition (a) alone 
implies a similar “geometrical equivalence,” but as illustrated ‘below simple 
geometrical equivalence no longer implies topological equivalence. This may 
be compared to the similar situation with respect to Coleman’s conjecture 
[ 4 ] : vectorfields similarly “geometrically equivalent” to a hyperbolic saddle 
are topologically equivalent to it in dimensions two and three, but not 
(necessarily) in higher dimensions. By [7], X-X, might not hold for any k 
for a non-gradient in .R5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We let B,(O) denote the ball of radius 6 about (0, 0, 0), S,(O) the sphere of 
radius 6 about (0, 0,O). 
The Riemannian metric g gives rise to a positive definite symmetric matrix 
G(x, y, z) at each point. By a linear change of coordinates we may assume 
that G(0, 0,O) is the identity matrix. 
Define four functions from N into 9 by 
aij(x’,x*,x3)= ( x,xi+; ) ) l<i<j<3, 
3 
a,(x’,x2,x3)= ( x, c xi& ) i=l ) 
where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product on 5P3. Define g, and f by 
replacing X by X, in these definitions. 
Then the blow-up of X is the C* vectorfield defined on S* x 9 by 
jf(jj’, X2, X3, r) = rpkwl 
L 
& a,(rf’, rf*, r.f”) [,fi $ - & $1 
+ a,(r.?, r.?, t-f’) r $ 
I 
defined at r = 0 by the limit. The blow-up of X, is obtained by replacing ali 
by gij and a, by J Clearly @?I, X2, X3, 0) = x,(2’, ff*, f3, 0). The blow-up X 
is the unique vectorfield on S* X 9, not identically zero on S* x {0}, such 
that Qp,x= X, where @: S* x 9 + 5P3: (Z’, X2, X3, r) F-+ (IX’, t-X*, rZ3). See 
[6] for more details and’the general case. 
At a critical point (p, 0) of x on S* x {0}, 
&q,,,, = 
( 
- - - - _ _ _ -“-I _ -I- - d[XI s* x {O}] 1
0 ’ f(P) 1 
(1) 
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LEMMA 1. (a) 21 S2 x {0) is a gradient vectorfield. 
(b) Under hypothesis (a) of the theorem, f does not vanish at any 
critical point of X on S2 X {O}. 
Proof. In fact both assertions are true for the blow-up of a gradient 
vectorfield in ,4”. The first statement follows from the fact that 
x 1 S2 x (0) = x,1 S2 X (O}, and that blowing up a homogeneous polynomial 
vectorfield is simply radial projection of X, 1 S2 onto the tangent plane of S2 
at each point. The second statement follows simply by choosing a basis for 
the tangent space to the sphere and computing. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let Y be a C’ vectorfield, r > 2 (not necessarily a gradient) 
defined on a neighborhood of (0, 0,O) in S’, with non-zero real eigenvalues 
at (0, 0,O). Then given E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that the length of any 
trajectory of Y in the ball of radius 6 about (0, 0,O) is less than E. 
ProoJ If Y is linear, then the equation A! = Y(x), x(0) = x0, can be solved 
and lengths of trajectories computed to obtain the result. 
In general, if all eigenvalues of dY(0, 0,O) are of the same sign, the vector- 
field Y can be C’ linearized [2, Chap. IX, 481. If L is the linear part of Y 
and h is the linearizing diffeomorphism, then passing from Y-trajectories to 
L-trajectories in B,{O} by h stretches trajectories by at most a factor of 
supIlIWpN:p E B,(O)/. 
If not all eigenvalues of the linear part of Y have the same sign, then by a 
linear change of coordinates the linear part can be placed in one of the forms 
where v, 1, and ,U are all positive or all negative. 
To show the arclength is short in a small ball we imitate the 
corresponding proof in the two dimensional case in [3]. We illustrate the 
proof for case three (with v, A positive). Divide a neighborhood of (0, 0,O) 
into six regions: A: &I yl< filxl; B: fl\ y( > &lx\; C: &Iz < &lxl; 
D: &lzl> J;lxl; E: A IzIG 2 1~1; andF:klzl>2lyl. Ifwewrite Yas1= 
vx + p(x, y, z), j, = -Ay + q(x, y, z), and i = y - AZ + r(x, y, z), where 
a(x, y, z) = a,(~, y, z) . x + a,(~, y, z) . y + a3(x, y, z) . z is continuous and 
a,, a2, and a3 vanish at (0, 0, 0), for a =p, q, r, then for example in A n E f’? 
B,(O), F sufficiently small, 




By a similar argument, in BJO) we can bound these same derivatives in 
A f? F n C, the derivatives I dx/dy I and I dz/dy 1 in B n E, and 1 dx/dz I and 
1 dy/dz I in B n F and in A n F n D. Since the linear vectorfield is transverse 
to the boundaries of the regions, so is Y near (0, 0, 0), and noting that the 
appropriate coordinate, viewed as the parameter of the trajectory, is 
monotone in each region, and that a single trajectory of Y can intersect at 
most three regions, we have that a trajectory in A n E, for example, has 
length 
11, Jl + (g)2 + ($)2 dx < (const.) . 6 
in B,(O, 0, 0), and so on, hence choosing 6 sufftciently small makes trajec- 
tories short. 1 
Remark. The lemma is probably true if Y is only C’, applying the same 
techniques to the contractions that was applied to the saddles. This would 
lower r by one in the main theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses of the main theorem, given E > 0 there 
is a 6 > 0 such that the length of any trajectory of X = grad V in B,(O) is 
less than E. 
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Proof. The idea of the proof is to control lengths of trajectories of x near 
S* x {O}, as measured using either the pullback metric @*g or the product 
metric on S* X 5%’ arising from the standard Riemannian metrics on S* and 
.R, and observing that under CD trajectories lengthen by a known factor (this 
factor is in fact 1 in the first case). - - 
Thus consider trajectories of X. X has finitely many critical points p, ,..., ps 
in S* x [A, 61, all on S* x (0) and by Lemma 1 and Eq. (1) all hyperbolic. 
Use Lemma 2 to make lengths of f-trajectories small in neighborhoods Ni of 
pi, 1 < i < s. Since .%! 1 S* X (0) is a gradient, any y-trajectory v in S* X (0) 
runs from some pi to some pj, so choose a flow neighborhood M, of q in 
S2 x .I%’ from Ni to Nj. By compactness flow neighborhoods M, ,..., M, of 
trajectories VI ,..., v,, together with N, ,..., N,, cover S* x (O}, hence cover 
S* x I-8, 61, 6 > 0 sufficiently small. By computing @, and lengths of 
trajectories according to the choice of Riemannian metric in S* x 5%’ and AZ’-’ 
we have that, for 6 > 0 sufficiently small, length (@ o v(t)) < E/(S + r) for 
any trajectory v(t) of x in exactly one of N ,,..., N,, M ,,..., M,, in 
S* X [-6,6]. But xi S* X {0} a gradient together with the choice of 
neighborhoods implies that q(t) can meet each of these neighborhoods Ni 
and Mj at most once. Since any X-trajectory in B,(O) is the Q-image of an 
%-trajectory in S* x [0, S], it has total length less than E. I 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
By Euler’s formula f = (deg U) . U, so that, by hypothesis (a), f -I(O) n 
S’ x {O} is composed of finitely many non-intersecting curves, at each of 
which f changes sign. Thus S* x {0} is divided into finitely many regions 
R+ , ,..., R: on which f is positive and R ; ,..., Rtm on which f is negative, and 
each Ri is topologically an open disk with finitely many (possibly not any) 
closed disks removed. By the remarks in the proof of part (a) of Lemma 1, 
clearly x / S2 x {0} is transverse to the boundary of each region, pointing 
into each Rt, out of each R i, so that R: is positively invariant, Rl: 
negatively invariant. By part (a) of Lemma 1 and hypothesis (b) any 
trajectory in S2 X (0} has as its a- (respectively w-) limit set a single hyper- 
bolic source (resp. sink) or saddle. Since no trajectory of x or X can tend to 
the same critical point in forward and reverse time, the a-limit point of any 
point in S* x { 0 ) is in some R ;, the w-limit point in some R t. Thus each 
R + contains a finite set of points p+ (i, j), 1 <j < si, to which any point on 
13Rt tends in forward time, and similarly each R; contains a finite set of 
points p-(i, j) to which each point on aR; tends in reverse time. Moreover 
the set of p’(i,j) in R,? (resp. p-(i, j) in R;), together with the saddle 
separatrices connecting them form a one-dimensional network G,? (resp. G;) 
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with the pt (i,j) (resp. p-(i, j)) as vertices. (If Ri is not simply connected, 
then Gi need not a priori be connected.) 
Henceforth it is assumed that Gi is a homeomorphic image of S’, or, if Ri 
is not simply connected, a union of homeomorphic copies of S’, meeting 
along edges or vertices, from which other configurations may be obtained by 
identifying certain edges between vertices. The proof for any other 
configuration is exactly the same as that given for topological circles below. 
As noted above, Eq. (1) and Lemma l(b) imply that all critical points of 
X located in S* x (0} are hyperbolic (in S2 X 2). Letting V’(p) (resp. 
W”(p)) denote the unstable (resp. stable) manifold of a hyperbolic critical 
point, the set Uj W’(p’(i,j)) (resp. Uj W(p-(i,j))) intersects S* X {0) 
transversely along G,? (resp. along G,), hence for 6 > 0 sufficiently small 
meets S* x {S} transversely along a homeomorphic copy G” of G: (resp. 
G,:’ of G;). When p+(i,j) is a sink for xl S2 X {O} (resp., p-(i,j) is a 
source), let P+(i,j) (resp. P-(&j)) denote the intersection of lV’(p+(i,j)) 
with G: ’ (resp. of Ws(pP(i,j)) with G; ‘). 
The blow-ups of x and x, show that geometrically the phase portraits of 
X and X, in a neighborhood of (0, 0,O) in 5P3 are identical; i.e., the stable 
set of 0 for X is homeomorphic to the stable set of 0 for X,, and so on. An 
illustrative example is U= f(z~” +y3 + z3), for which the stable set of 0 is 
the octant (x, y, z > 0}, the unstable set the octant (x, y, z < 0). Any other 
point in B,(O) leaves B6(0) in both forward and reverse time. For 
v= u+ . . . . the stable set for 0 will be topologically the cone on a disk in 
S*, as will the unstable set. The phase portrait for X “looks like” that for X2. 
See Fig. 1. 
The idea for constructing a homeomorphism in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 
carrying X-orbits to X,-orbits will be to choose a homeomorphism 
mapping a neighborhood in S,(O) of the lower cone for X2 onto 







FIG. 1. X, = grad(x* + y* + z*) near (O,O, 0). 
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points in the neighborhoods. If the neighborhoods are small the trajectories 
of such points intersect U-‘(O) and V-‘(O), so one may map points on the 
two portions of an X,-trajectory, as divided by U-‘(O), onto points of the 
corresponding X-trajectory, as similarly divided by V-‘(O), by ratio of 
arclength. In the figure, zz’ maps onto yy’ and z’z” maps onto y’y” by ratio 
of arclength. By Lemma 3 and techniques of [3] such a map is bi- 
continuous. The homeomorphism H in S,(O), near the lower cones, extends 
to the disks in S,(O) which they bound, so trajectories here may be mapped 
by arclength as well. A problem that arises however is that the first inter- 
section maps F, and F of X, and X do not necessarily extend to the boun- 
daries of the upper disks, so that the homeomorphism thus far defined need 
not extend to the upper cone. The remainder of the proof involves 
constructing H in such a way that, while F, and F do not extend, 
F o H o F;’ does. Of course in general the unstable and stable sets of X and 
X, might be more complicated. Since X, is homogeneous its unstable (resp. 
stable) set of (0, 0,O) is the set of radial lines through the intersection of the 
unstable (resp. stable) set with S’, which (under identification) is exactly the 
sets G,? (resp. G,:), plus whatever subsets of the regions R: (resp. RF) they 
bound. The homeomorphism H will be defined so as to extend across these 
subsets. 
Let R,+ and R; be any pair of regions such that trajectories tend from R; 
to R:. Let FbQ (resp. (F,,),) denote the first intersection map induced by the 
flow of x (resp. x,), defined in a neighborhood (in S2 x (6)) NT~ (resp. 
(N;O)k) of (possibly a portion of) G; ’ (resp. (G; ‘)k, which will denote the 
corresponding set for 2,) to a neighborhood (in S2 x {a}) Nb’, (resp. (N&)k) 
of (possibly a portion of) Gz’ (resp. (G,f ‘),J (always on the side of G; and 
G,f for which this makes sense). These neighborhoods are topologically 
annuli. 
LEMMA 4. (a) Given a homeomorphism h from G;’ to (Cc ‘)k, 
preserving the points P-(/I, k), there exist a homeomorphism h: NT~ + (N,), 
extending h and a homeomorphism h, : f& U G,i ’ + (N,t,), U (G,f ‘)k, h, 
preserving the points Pf (a, j), such that (Fba)k 0 h = h, o F,, where defined. 
(b) The corresponding statement is true given h from G,+ ’ to (Gz ‘)k. 
Proof of Lemma 4. For the proof we write just F and Fk for F,, and 
m,. 
If G; is a single source, choose any homeomorphism h, mapping each 
P+ (a, j) to the corresponding (P’ (a, j)), . Then h = F[’ 0 h 1 0 F extends h to 
a neighborhood of G; ‘. 
If Gi is a single sink, choose any extension of h to N&. Then h, = F, o 
h o F-’ on N& extends to the point Gi ‘. 
Otherwise, since N& is the homeomorphic image of the annulus A = 
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FIG. 2. x near S* x {O]. 
((x, y): 1 < x2 + y2 < 2}, we obtain a fibration of it from the libration of A 
by radial lines. Let L, denote the fiber based at p E G,+ ‘. If y = P+ (a,j) (one 
of the finitely many points on GJ ’ such that p+ (a,j) is a sink) and if there is 
a saddle point p-(b, k) of 21 S* X (0) (there may be several) such that a 
trajectory in S* x (0) runs from p-(b, k) to p+(a,j), then choose any small 
arc L in N& based at any point q in Ws(p-(b, k)) n G; ‘. See Fig. 2a. Then 
for L in a sufficiently small neighborhood of q, using linearizations of x near 
p-(6, k) and pt (a,j) and the time-f map of 2 elsewhere, we have that F(L), 
the first intersection of points of L under the forward flow of x with 
S* x {a}, is an arc at y =P+(a,j), call it L;. Omit fibers L, in a 
neighborhood of Pt (a, j) and continuously reliber the neighborhood, 
replacing L, by L;. Rename all the fibers L,, p E G,i ‘. It follows that for 
anypEG, 3 ( pv- ” F- ’ L ) the image of L, in S2 x {S} under first intersection 
by the reverse flow of X, is an arc based at some point in G; ‘. For any fiber 
such as L; above this is true by construction. If x E Gi ’ is not one of the 
Pt (a, j), and (xi) is any sequence in Nta tending to x, then x E wl(p’ (a, I)) 
for some saddle point pt (a, I) E G,t so reverse X-orbits of the (xi) tend 
arbitrarily close to pt (a, I) as i -+ co. See Fig. 2b. Thus they pass arbitrarily 
near the unique a-limit point, some p-(b, m), of any point in W”(p’ (a, I)), 
which by hypothesis (b) is a source for X ( S2 x {0}, as i + co. But then their 
intersections with S2 X (6} tend to P-(b, m), so Fe’(L,) has as its image a 
fiber based at P-(b, m). The remaining case is z = Pt (a,j), pt (a, j) a sink 
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whose basin does not intersect he unstable manifold of any saddle point of 
Xl S* X (0) in 3;. If (zi) is a sequence in N& tending to z, under the 
reverse flow of X the orbits of some tend to one saddle point of x 1 S* X {0}, 
others possibly to another, but it follows from hypothesis (b) that all 
intersect N& close to a unique point P-(b, m). Because the first intersection 
map F is a homeomorphism off G,f ’ and G; ‘, the fibers and their images fill 
out neighborhoods of these sets in S2 x {S}. 
The same construction is duplicated for Fk, where for q above we choose 
h(q). Since 2 and Tk agree on S* x {O} and their linear parts have the same 
eigenvalues at critical points there, fibers for 2, behave exactly as those for 
,?: images under &’ are based at the same number of points, with the same 
configuration. The final tibrations of N& and (N,&), may be pieced together 
to be homeomorphic images of the radial fibration of A above, so composing 
with these homeomorphisms we may regard F and Fk as homeomorphisms of
half-open annuli (the inner edge corresponding to G,+ ’ and G; ‘). We have 
geometrically the behavior as shown in Fig. 3 (which is the actual 
configuration for the previous example U = +(x3 +y3 + z3), except that 
additional bold lines have been added). 
Points such as q above correspond to base points of single fibers, while 
points such as P- (b, m) correspond to base points of several fibers. In the 
third figure, the images of fibers at points P+ (a,j) are indicated by bold 
lines. By ( 1, 9 18(4)1 there is a homeomorphism h of the closed annuli which 
maps fibers (images under F-r) to fibers (images under F; ‘), preserving the 
fibers indicated as heavy lines, and extending h already given on the inner 
boundary, which by hypothesis carries base points of fibers to base points of 




FIG. 3. F and Fk on half-open annuli. 
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homeomorphism which by construction extends to the inner boundary so as 
to preserve points P + (a, j). 
Part (b) is proved similarly. 1 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we begin with any region Ri, say 
R;, which is simply connected, choose any homeomorphism h mapping G;’ 
to (G; ‘)kr preserving the points P-(&j) and apply Lemma 4 to obtain an 
extension of h to a set Arc0 and a homeomorphism h, on a set N& and on a 
portion (perhaps all) of CT ‘. The homeomorphisms h and h, induce by 
“blowing down” homeomorphisms H and H, of corresponding closed 
topological annuli in S,(O) c AF3, which conjugate F and Fk. To continue, if 
h, is defined on only a portion of G,f ‘, extend it to the rest of Gi’ by any 
homeomorphism that preserves the points P+(a,j). Now rename h, by h and 
apply Lemma 4 to h (several times, perhaps, depending on the multiple 
connectedness of RJ ). The construction is continued by successively treating 
adjoining regions Ri. Since any homeomorphism of one simple closed curve 
onto another can be extended to the interiors, as can any orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism of the boundaries of planar annuli, the 
construction can be continued across any portion of an Rt (resp. R;) 
enclosed by Gt (resp. G;). Mapping points on trajectories by ratio of 
arclength as described above a neighborhood of (0, 0,O) in .R3 is filled 
out. I 
We close by posing the following questions: 
(1) Is the theorem true without hypothesis (b)? 
(2) Is hypothesis (b) in the theorem generic? 
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